Irregularly timed electrical pulses reduce adaptation of retinal ganglion cells.
Retinal prostheses aim to provide visual percepts to blind people affected by diseases caused by photoreceptor degeneration. One of the main challenges presented by current devices is neural adaptation in the retina, which is believed to be the cause of fading-an effect where artificially produced percepts disappear over a short period of time, despite continuous stimulation of the retina. We aim to understand the neural adaptation generated in retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) during electrical stimulation. Current visual prostheses use electrical pulses with fixed frequencies and amplitudes modulated over hundreds of milliseconds to stimulate the retina. However, in nature, neuronal spiking occurs with stochastic timing, hence the information received naturally from other neurons by RGCs is irregularly timed. We used a single epiretinal electrode to stimulate and compare rat RGC responses to stimulus trains of biphasic pulses delivered at regular and random inter-pulse intervals (IPI), the latter taken from an exponential distribution. Our observations suggest that stimulation with random IPIs result in lower adaptation rates than stimulation with constant IPIs at frequencies of 50 Hz and 200 Hz. We also found a high proportion of lower amplitude action potentials, or spikelets. The spikelets were more prominent at high stimulation frequencies (50 Hz and 200 Hz) and were less susceptible to adaptation, but it was not clear if they propagated along the axon. Using random IPI stimulation in retinal prostheses reduces the decay of RGCs and this could potentially reduce fading of electrically induced visual perception.